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ABSTRACT: In this article, I argue that with regard to the President, the Emoluments
Clause (EC) is not law. I argue for this on the basis of two premises. First, if something is
a law, then it has a legal remedy. Second, EC does not have a legal remedy. This premise
rests on one or more of the following assumptions: EC does not apply to the President;
if EC were to apply to the President, it does not provide a remedy; or, if EC were to apply
to the President and have a remedy, it is not law because it is vague. The conclusion that
EC does not apply to the President has a practical upshot. As a practical matter, President
Trump’s worldwide business tentacles and his refusal to put his business assets into a blind
trust does not violate EC and, arguably, does not violate federal conflict-of-interest law.

PART ONE: THESIS

P

resident Donald Trump has business operations in at least twenty countries,
with a concentration in the developing world.1 For example, he has business
projects in China, India, and Turkey. This might underestimate the extent of his
worldwide entanglements as it leaves out firms that lent or will lend money to his
firm. In India, he is partnered with people who have family ties to the leaders of
the most powerful political party. The concern is that his dependence on foreign
actors will result in his being pressured to act on behalf of his financial interest
rather than his country’s interest. Specifically, the concern is that various entities
will trade favorable terms for special consideration, access, taxpayer money, a
foreign policy change, and so on. At the very least, widespread entanglement
makes Trump appear to have a conflict of interest. Some commentators have
called for Trump to liquidate his assets and put the proceeds in a blind trust.2 It
is commonly thought that Trump can and should be limited in part based on the
Emolument Clause.
An emolument is a return from office or employment. It can take the form of
a gift or compensation. The Article I Section 9 Emoluments Clauses prohibits the
receipt of such things.
No Title of Nobility shall be granted by the United States; and no person holding
any Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, without the Consent of Congress,
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accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any kind whatsoever, from
any King, Prince, or foreign State.

There is no judicial precedent interpreting it. Nor has the Supreme Court
addressed it. Its language suggests that it differs from laws against bribery and
conflict of interests. It differs from bribery because, unlike bribery, it does not
require a quid pro quo. It also differs because it only concerns gifts from foreign
governments rather than from public or private parties.3 It differs from the conflict
of interest clause in that the latter rule, at least the primary clause, explicitly does
not apply to the President.4
Here is my thesis:
Thesis: Prohibition. With regard to the President, the Emoluments Clause
(EC) is not law.

PART TWO: ARGUMENT
Here is the argument for the thesis.
(P1) If something is a law, then it has a legal remedy.
(P2) EC does not have a legal remedy.
(C1) Hence, EC is not law. [(P1), (P2)]
The first premise rests on the following assumption:
Assumption #1a: No Remedy, No Right. If something is a law, then it affects
a legal right.
Assumption #1b: No Right, No Law. If something affects a legal right, then
it has a remedy.
Here are the ideas behind these assumptions. First, if something is a law, then it
creates a legal right. Law constitutes government-recognized relations between
individuals.5 These relations are exhausted by Hohfeldian relations and involve
maintaining, eliminating, or changing a claim (or power). A right is a claim (or
power) and, perhaps, other Hohfeldian element.6 Thus, the notion that a law
always affects a legal right rests on the function of law, which is to constitute the
government-recognized relations between individuals.
Second, if someone has a legal right, then he has a legal remedy.7 A remedy is
the means by which the government-recognized relations are constituted. That is,
government-recognized relations are cashed out in terms of what one person can
demand from another party and, at bottom, what one can demand is a remedy
when he is treated in certain ways.
The second premise rests on one of the three different assumptions.
Assumption #2a: Inapplicable. EC does not apply to the President.
Scott Tillman provides three arguments for this assumption.8 First, he argues that
the Constitution does not use “office” to refer to the president and vice president. Rather, he notes, it refers to commissioned rather than elected officials. He
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continues that when a provision applies to apex or elected officials, it explicitly
names them. Consider, for example, the Impeachment Clause.
Second, Tillman argues that in understanding the Constitution special consideration is due to the precedent set by President Washington and his administration,
especially with regard to presidential powers. Washington accepted gifts from
the French government without any Congressional consent or even a record of
congressmen criticizing his doing so. If the generation that wrote and ratified the
Constitution didn’t think the Emolument Clause applied to the President, this
suggests that it doesn’t.
It should be noted that the Department of Justice Office of Legal Counsel asserts that EC applies to the President.9 It does not argue for this position and its
failure to do so is noteworthy.
Third, during the Washington administration, Tillman points out, the Senate
ordered Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, to list people who held
office under the United States and their salaries. Hamilton’s list included appointed, but not elected, officials. Tillman argues that this suggests that “office”
in EC does not include elected officials such as the President.
Will Baude adds to Tillman’s argument by claiming that it unifies the Constitution’s use of office-related phrases and does so in a way that makes sense of text,
structure, and history.10 For example, he notes, under Article II, the President is
required to “Commission all Officers of the United States.”
Baude points out that there are two other emolument clauses (Article I Section 6
and Article II Section 1) limiting salary increase for members of Congress and the
President and both mention these positions by name.
No Senator or Representative shall, during the Time for which he was elected, be
appointed to any civil Office under the Authority of the United States, which shall
have been created, or the Emoluments whereof shall have been encreased during
such time; and no Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be a
Member of either House during his Continuance in Office.
The President shall, at stated Times, receive for his Services, a Compensation, which
shall neither be encreased nor diminished during the Period for which he shall have
been elected, and he shall not receive within that Period any other Emolument from
the United States, or any of them.

Even if EC were to apply to the President, it does not provide a remedy.
Assumption #2b: No Remedy. Even if EC were to apply to the President, it
does not provide a criminal or civil remedy.
EC does not result in a criminal remedy because, arguably, the President is not
subject to federal criminal law. Even if he were subject to it, EC does not provide
a criminal remedy.
It is not clear whether the President is subject to the federal criminal law.11
The President is the boss of the Justice Department and Attorney General, it is
unclear whether they could charge or punish him without his permission. There
is a theoretical issue as to whether a person can consent to be punished because
punishment intuitively seems to involve an imposition of involuntary harm in
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response to an offense or, perhaps, perceived offense.12 Even if someone can
consent to be punished, it is unlikely that a President would actually agree to
be receive a serious punishment. Even if he were to agree and was subsequently
convicted and sentenced, he could still pardon himself. Even if he consented to
be convicted and sentenced and did not pardon himself, it is unclear whether he
would be imprisoned given that he is the boss of the federal prison system. The
Justice Department asserts that a sitting President cannot be indicted for a crime.13
The state is a different sovereign and, on one account, not entirely subordinate
to the federal government.14 Because EC is a federal rule, he cannot be punished
under state law for violating it. A state might try to pass a law that piggybacks
on EC, but it is unclear whether this law would be preempted by federal law and,
even if it weren’t, it would not be a criminal punishment for EC. Rather, it would
be a criminal punishment for violating state law.
The President is subject to federal civil law.15 A remedy is a way in which a person is set right.16 That is, it involves solving, correcting, or improving something.
EC does not result in a civil remedy. The President is not subject to EC because
(a) no one has standing to sue under it and (b) even if someone had standing,
there is no remedy. To have standing, you have to show that you have a concrete
and particularized injury.17 If there is a remedy, the remedy is (a) electoral or (b)
impeachment and conviction, but receiving an emolument is neither necessary
nor sufficient for them. It is unclear whether receiving an emolument or gift is a
high crime or misdemeanor.
In general, impeachment and conviction have been imposed for serious corruption or abuse of power, criminal activity, or violating federal law in such a
way as to trespass onto Congressional power.18 Some infringements of EC likely
constitute serious corruption or abuse of power, but others do not. Even if it
were serous corruption or abuse of power, violating EC would merely add to the
reasons for impeaching and convicting the President, it would not be a sufficient
legal reason in the way required by a rule-constituted theory of law. Let us leave
aside the issue of whether law is constituted merely by rules.
On a side note, Alexander Hamilton in the Federalist No. 65 suggests that a
high crime or misdemeanor includes “the misconduct of public men . . . from the
abuse or violation of some public trust.”19 It is plausible that a gross violation of
EC usually, if not always, meets this condition. In any case, as argued above, even
if it were to be a high crime and misdemeanor, this would not be a remedy under
EC but under the Impeachment Clause (Article II Section 4). Even if the infringement of EC did have a remedy in civil law, it is unlikely any one has standing to
bring suit and thereby get a court-ordered remedy. There is no history of standing on EC and little to suggest that violating EC in and of itself would infringe a
private citizen’s fundamental right, cause her particularized and concrete injury,
or curtail legislative or judicial power.20 In addition, the Eleventh Amendment
would likely protect the President against suit by a private citizen.21
If EC were to apply to the President and were to have a remedy, it is an incredibly vague rule.22 On one interpretation, an emolument for a businessperson can
take the form of payment for something beyond its fair market value.23 There is an
issue as to whether a present or emolument is met when a gift or compensation is
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given to a President’s corporation, foundation, or adult children. Similarly, there is
an issue as to whether the condition is met were the gift or compensation given by
a private corporation partly owned by a foreign government or given by a private
citizen with close ties to a government.24 The same is true for what counts as fair
market value. The problem gets worse if the fair market value is affected by the
fact that a business owner is now the president. This is a problem if a vague rule
cannot be law.
Assumption #2c: Void. EC is not law with regard to the President because it
is vague.
Vagueness might prevent something from being law because of the void-forvagueness rule in the criminal law.25 It is unclear whether there is a parallel principle in the civil law. If there is not, vagueness could be solved by moral reasoning
or by picking the principle that best fits and justifies EC. This would be similar to
other moral concepts in the Constitution such as provisions addressing unreasonable search and seizure, just compensation, or cruel and unusual punishment.
Perhaps this is right. Still, if one were a legal positivist, then as a technical matter
there would be no law even if this would make no practical difference. A legal
positivist who asserts that law consists of rules and that rules are picked out by
plain meaning would find that there is no law, although the judge deciding a case
would create law.26 A parallel thing would be true of a theorist who asserts that
law is the command of a sovereign.27
The void-for-vagueness reason is clearly less powerful than the earlier two
arguments. It is worth noting that even if one wasn’t fully confident with one argument (inapplicability, no remedy, or vagueness), a stronger case can be made that
at least one of the three succeed. This is enough to establish the second premise.
The conclusion that EC does not apply to the President has a practical implication. President Trump’s far-reaching businesses and his refusal to put them in a
blind trust does not violate EC or, arguably, conflict-of-interest laws. Nor would
it be bribery if he got a sweetheart deal that is not part of a quid pro quo. Thus,
a common criticism of some high profile experts and threats to impeach him for
violating the clause are mistaken.
Perhaps this is unsurprising if, as I believe, the powers of Congress are limited
to a small set of tasks set out in Article I Section 8 and those of the President are
even more limited. The President is limited to signing rules initiated by Congress and then executing such laws. Even the President’s foreign policy powers
are sharply limited if, as I believe, his ability to start and wage war depends on
Congress declaring war and then funding it. Originally, the President’s power
was further subject to state legislatures because they chose electors who chose the
President. The Presidency’s initial limited function and dependence on federal
and state legislatures makes it less worrisome that he might be bribed, have a
conflict of interest, or have the appearance of one of them than is the case under
the current imperial Presidency.28 The imperial Presidency can be seen in the
President’s greatly expanded powers to regulate the economy, implement laws
in a way not authorized by Congress, surveil the American people, make war
without Congressional declaration of war or funding, and so on. Another practical
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concern, then, is that with the rise of the imperial Presidency, worries about his
being conflicted, bribed, or appearing to be one of them become more significant.
To the extent that my conclusion is jarring, it is because the rise of the imperial Presidency and the exponential gain in Congressional power has not been
accompanied by EC being revised. The explosion of Congressional power can be
seen, for example, in the lack of any real limit accompanying Congress’s ability
to justify its laws via the Commerce Clause.29 The imperial Presidency can be
seen in the loss of Congressional oversight and control over the President’s warmaking power. It can also be seen in the growth of the regulatory state, pattern of
Presidents implementing outright illegal domestic policies, and the weaponized
misuse of various agencies (for example, Internal Revenue Service).
Here is a summary of the above argument:
(P1) If something is a
law, then it has a
legal remedy.

(P2) EC does not have a
legal remedy.

Assumption #1a: Law to Legal Right. If something is a law, then it creates a legal right.
Assumption #1b: Legal Right to Legal Remedy.
If someone has a legal right, then he has a legal
remedy.
Assumption #2a: Inapplicable. EC does not apply to the President.
Assumption #2b: Applicable but No Remedy.
If EC were to apply to the President, it would be
have a criminal or civil remedy, but it does not.

(C1) Hence, EC is not
law.

Assumption #2c: Void. With regard to the President, EC is void for vagueness.
(P1), (P2)

PART THREE: OBJECTIONS
One objector might argue that premise (P1) is false. Specifically, he might argue
that not every law creates a legal right or not every legal right is or entails a remedy. The notion that not every law creates a legal right might rest on the notion
that a law can affect another law without directly affecting someone’s legal right.
Consider, for example, second-order rules concerning rule change, execution, or
adjudication. Because of this, there can be a law that does not create a legal right.
In addition, the objector might argue, a legal right can exist without a remedy. The
right might be merely symbolic. An example might be a legal day of recognition.
Consider, for example, Congressional recognition of those celebrating golden
anniversaries.30
This objection fails to identify the central function of law. Law constitutes
government-recognized relations between individuals or, perhaps, attempts to
do so. This is what allows law to achieve whatever purpose one has for it. Consider, for example, the following purposes: promoting peace, protecting natural
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rights, and justly distributing goods. Hohfeldian relations exhaust governmentrecognized relations. Even if this view of law’s central function is not correct, a
law that does not affect someone’s right (or related Hohfeldian relations), even
indirectly, is for all practical purposes not a law, regardless of whether it is a law
in some technical sense. This is because such a law would make no difference to
people’s lives.
A second objector might reject premise (P2). He might argue that EC has a
remedy. For example, it might be grounds for a court, police, or military to block
receipt of a gift or to repossess it. The problem with this objection is that the emolument or gift could be blocked only with Presidential approval. It is thus not be a
remedy in the sense of something made right without the President agreeing to
it. Under the Constitution, a court would not have a legal justification for blocking receipt. In addition, even if the court ordered a gift or payment be blocked or
confiscated, this would be done only if the President executed the order. It would
thus be under his discretion.
A third objector might also target premise (P2). He might claim that a remedy
is present, namely impeachment and conviction. The principle that best fits and
justifies EC is the following: violation merits impeachment and conviction. This,
then, is the remedy for a right-holder. It fits and justifies the clause because it
explains why it is in the Constitution and what good thing it accomplishes. In
addition, it justifies the clause because there is good reason in terms of justice
and utility to have EC backed by a remedy.
The problem with this objection is that infringing EC is neither necessary nor
sufficient for impeachment and conviction. This can be seen if we consider the
language, structure, or intention behind the “High crimes and Misdemeanors”
term in the Impeachment Clause. It is thus not a remedy in the relevant sense.
The same is true as a practical matter. Congress will likely not remove a popular
President for accepting some small gift or payment given its relatively recent
refusal to remove a President for perjury and obstruction of justice. The same
is true were the objector to claim that the remedy is for voters to vote against a
President that violates the clause in the next election.
A fourth objection to my argument is that my concentration on EC and quick
dismissal of criminal law applying to presidents makes it sound like the President
could shoot people on Fifth Avenue and then just pardon himself. The objector
notes that this is absurd. He continues by arguing that law has a spirit as well as
a letter and my argument ignores the spirit of EC.31
With regard to the Emoluments Clause, if my argument succeeds, then there
is no law with regard to the President. If there is no law, then it has no spirit. The
objector would reply, though, that the spirit of the EC suggests that it should be
interpreted to have a remedy, even if only impeachment and conviction. This
situation is made worse, if, as I suggest above, the President is immune from
federal prosecution while in office.
The problem with this reply is that removal from office is not the legal remedy
for violating the EC. The Impeachment Clause does not mention EC. Nor does
it intuitively seem that accepting an emolument or gift necessarily constitutes a
high crime or misdemeanor. This is particularly true given that the emolument
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or gift might be small or that while big, the President is doing an excellent job
when the country really needs him. It is also worth noting that there is no other
federal criminal provision piggybacks on EC and thereby allows a prosecutor to
indirectly enforce it. Accepting an emolument or gift might be a high crime or
misdemeanor when it constitutes corruption or abuse of power, but that is not
the only way to commit such wrongs.
The spirit of the law is what the authors or ratifiers intended or the good thing
that the law might bring about. However, there are a series of devastating objections against looking at original intention other than as a way to fix the concept
that a term expresses. First, intention is a feature of a single mind and a collection
of people do not have one. Second, if a collection’s intention is the shared goal or
goals, then there is an issue as to why their intention should matter, rather than the
result of their public act, which is the textual language. Third, there is the issue of
whether the second-order intention tracks the first-order intention. If the founders
(second-order) intention was that their (first-order) intention be ignored, then it is
unclear why the first-order intention should be followed.32 Fourth, depending on
the author or ratifier, the first-order intention might focus on a concrete problem
(for example, King George giving a certain type of nobility title to a tax collector),
a definition (consider the definition of “office”), or a general problem (concern for
conflicts of interest). It is unclear what level of intention should govern and what
would justify this level rather than another. This is particularly true if there is
no majority intention or if the intention-preference pattern would be intransitive
were there head-to-head comparisons.33 Fifth, it is unclear whether with regard
to the Constitution, the intentions that should matter were those of the drafters,
delegates, or state legislators who voted on the Constitution.34
The argument against looking at the good thing a rule might bring about is
that law is constituted by a rule. If the rule is so indeterminate so that the decisionmaker (judge or police officer) must decide what the rule says by looking at its
intended goal, then she is acting more as a legislator and less as someone who
interprets or enforces the law.
Even if the President cannot be convicted while in office, this does not put him
above the law. He would still be subject to state criminal law and he can’t pardon
himself from it. Also, were he removed from office, he would be subject to the
federal criminal law. The same is true when his term ended. If he pardoned himself
(think of President Clinton’s pardoning his relatives and campaign donors), this
would let him off the hook for federal offenses, but only at the expense of making
a strong case for his being removed from office. The possibility of a President pardoning himself is a threat, but that is the price to be paid when the Impeachment
Clause does not rule it out and the rule has not been revised despite awareness
that this could be done. The consensus is that a President may pardon himself.35
A follow-up to the fourth objection is that upshot of my theory depends on
the conditions of impeachment. Here is the Impeachment Clause:
The President, Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States, shall be
removed from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or
other High crimes and Misdemeanors.36
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The objector might continue: What if the investigation into Russian collusion with
Trump and his cronies is corroborated? Is this sufficient for treason? The objector
continues that since I raise impeachment in my article, it behooves me to discuss
this possible conflict of interest, one connected with possible treason.37
Whether this case is treason depends on whether it meets the Constitutional
conditions for treason. They are as follows:
Treason against the United States, shall consist only in levying War against them,
or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort. No Person shall be
convicted of Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses to the same overt
Act, or on Confession in open Court.38

The issue would be whether the purported deal with Russia involves giving aid
and comfort to the enemy and whether there is two witnesses’ testimony. This
would depend on the facts.
In general, the interpretation of what is an impeachable offense depends on
how “High crimes and Misdemeanors” is understood. This might depend on
such things as are relevant to statutory interpretation. Among the factors that
might be relevant are the history of the rule, what the word or words meant at the
time, what the authors or ratifiers intended, the way the phrase relates to other
parts of the statute and to language in other statutes, the principles that best fit
and justify the rule, and, perhaps, justice- or utility-based considerations. Filling
out and prioritizing these considerations would take us too far afield, but in the
context of impeachment, the general concern is for criminality, corruption, and
abuse of power.
Here is a summary of the objections and responses:

1

2

3

4

Objection
A law can exist without a remedy.
This is because not every law creates
a legal right or not every legal right
comes with a remedy.
Remedy exists. The remedy is present in that a government agency
might block receipt of a gift or emolument or confiscate after it has been
received.
Impeachment. The principle that best
fits and justifies the clause is that this
violation merits impeachment and
conviction. This is a remedy.
Spirit of the Law. The above interpretation of EC fails to capture the spirit
of the law. The spirit of it includes a
remedy.

Response
Law constitutes the governmentrecognized relations between individuals. This is done via remedies.
This is not a legal remedy because it
would require the President’s permission, except when done by the court.
The court lacks a legal justification for
doing so and would require the President’s permission to execute its order.
Violating EC is neither necessary
nor sufficient for impeachment and
conviction. It is not even closely tied
to it. Hence, it is not a remedy.
It is not clear that law has a spirit
(intention or goal). Even if it does, it
still does not pick out a remedy.
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PART FOUR: CONCLUSION
Here I argued that with regard to the President, EC is not law. I argued for this on
the basis of two premises. First, if something is a law, then it has a legal remedy.
This premise rests on the assumptions that if something is a law, then it affects a
legal right and if something affects a legal right, then it has a remedy. Second, EC
does not have a legal remedy. This premise rests on one or more of the following assumptions: EC does not apply to the President, if EC were to apply to the
President, it does not provide a remedy, or if EC were to apply to the President
and have a remedy, it is not law because it is vague. The conclusion that EC does
not apply to the President has a practical upshot. As a practical matter, President
Trump’s worldwide business tentacles and his refusal to put his business assets
into a blind trust does not violate EC and, arguably, does not violate federal
conflict-of-interest law. The conclusion might be unfortunate, but this is because
the rise of the imperial Presidency and the incredible gain in Congressional power
has not been resulted in EC being revised.
The notion that Trump’s worldwide business and refusal to put his business
assets into a blind trust does not violate EC and, arguably, does not violate federal
conflict-of-interest law is unfortunate if the law could be better. This might be the
case if it were better that the President should avoid receiving gifts and emoluments without Congressional approval and set out a bright-line rule on Presidential conflict of interest. While gifts or emoluments are largely avoidable, the
same is not true for some conflicts of interest. They are sometimes better handled
by an official escaping, disclosing, or managing such conflicts.39 This is especially
true when an official such as Trump has assets that are illiquid, rest in part on
the value of his name, or ones to which the official has an emotional attachment
because he spent a lifetime developing them. Too stringent conflict-of-interest
rules might discourage successful businesspeople from becoming President and,
instead, favor lifelong politicians or government workers (consider, for example,
military leaders). It is unclear whether this is good for the country.
One solution is to have an outright ban on Congressionally unapproved gifts
and clear-cut cases of emoluments from foreign governments. This would be done
by making EC apply to the President and backing it with automatic removal from
office. This in turn would have to be done by changing the Constitution. This rule
might be accompanied by one that allows Presidents to have conflicts of interest,
other than gifts and emoluments, so long as they disclose them. This might be
the best solution, although this is far from obvious, but it requires EC to apply to
the President. This approach would thereby separate out two types of conflicts
of interests. Unapproved emoluments and gifts from foreign governments that
would be handled via removal and other conflicts handled via disclosure.
This change to the Constitution would have its own problems. Consider, for
example, the conceptual problem of the President being tasked with policing
himself, the need for a sanction to back the disclosure requirement, and the potential political abuse of Congress having a low bar for removing someone from
the Presidency. It would have the advantages of a bright-line rule, a clear standard
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for impeachment and conviction, and clearer choice for voters. The Constitution
and likely statutory law do not currently allow for this and if the current law
prevents a better set of rules from being in place, then it is unfortunate. I am not
sure, though, whether the law fails in this way.40
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